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Abstract

This paper describes the ACT theory of the learning of procedures. ACT is a computer simulation program that uses a propositional network to represent knowledge of general facts and a set of productions (condition → action rules) to represent knowledge of procedures. There are currently four different mechanisms by which ACT can make additions and modifications to its set of productions as required for procedural learning: designation, strengthening, generalization, and discrimination. Designation refers to the ability of productions to call for the creation of new productions. Strengthening a production may have important consequences for performance, since a production's strength determines the amount of system resources that will be allocated to its processing. Finally, generalization and discrimination refer to complementary processes that produce better performance by either extending or restricting the range of situations in which a production will apply. Each of these four mechanisms is discussed in detail and related to the available psychological data on procedural learning. The small-scale simulations of learning provided as examples are drawn from the domains of language processing and computer programming, since our ultimate goal is for ACT to learn the complex procedures required in such domains.
Introduction

We are interested in understanding learning. For many years learning theory was practically synonymous with experimental psychology; however, its boundaries have shrunk to such an extent that they barely overlap at all with those of modern cognitive psychology. Cognitive psychologists, by and large, concern themselves with a detailed analysis of the mechanisms that underlie adult-human intelligence. This analysis has gone on too long without adequate attention to the question of how these complex mechanisms could be acquired. In an attempt to answer this question, we have adopted one of the methodological approaches of modern cognitive psychology: Results of detailed experimental analyses of cognitive behaviors are elaborated into a computer simulation of those behaviors. The simulation program provides new predictions for a further experimental testing whose outcome is then used to modify the simulation and the whole process then repeats itself.

Our computer simulation is called ACT; this paper will describe its learning processes as well as describing some initial contact between empirical data and predictions derived from these learning processes. The ACT system embodies the extremely powerful thesis that a single set of learning processes underlies the whole gamut of human learning—from children learning their first language by hearing examples of adult speech to adults learning to program a computer by reading textbook instructions. If we can show that ACT's learning processes can acquire some of the cognitive skills required to master these two very different
domains, we will have made a beginning toward establishing this bold thesis. The failure of traditional learning theory invites skepticism of the claim that a single set of processes underlies all learning. However, since the consequences of such a thesis, if true, are so important, and since it is now possible to construct more sophisticated theories of learning processes by the use of computer simulation, another attempt to establish this thesis seems appropriate.

Chomsky (1965) and others have advocated the opposing point of view that special mechanisms are required to learn language. In fact, an earlier simulation program, LAS, developed by the first author to model language acquisition (Anderson, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978) used learning mechanisms that were not applicable to other cognitive skills. However, it now appears that LAS's learning mechanisms can be seen as manifestations of more general learning mechanisms.

There were a number of inadequacies in the LAS program. (These are reviewed in detail in Anderson, 1978.) There was an inability to make discriminations, to correct errors, to deal with non-hierarchical aspects of language, to deal with inflections, to properly handle the non-declarative aspects of language, to properly model human limitations in language learning and performance, and to account for the gradualness of human learning. In one way or another, each of these problems could have been handled by additions to the LAS theory—but at great cost to the overall parsimony and elegance of that theory. It seemed that a more elegant resolution was possible only by stepping back to a more general
learning approach. We expect that ACT will reproduce many of LAS's learning feats; however, it will do so in a way that will naturally extend to the many problems LAS could not handle. Thus, LAS established what could be done by a set of learning mechanisms and ACT is an attempt to generalize what we have learned from LAS.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: First there is a short description of the non-learning aspects of the ACT production system. Following this there are sections discussing each of the three ways the system has of forming new productions: designation, generalization, and discrimination. The next topic discussed is production strength which serves to integrate the new productions into the behavior of the system to produce better performance. The final sections contain speculations on the origin of designating productions and some directions for future work.

The ACT Production System

The ACT production system can be seen as a considerable extension and modification of the production systems developed at Carnegie-Mellon (Newell, 1972, 1973; Rychener & Newell, 1977). ACT represents its knowledge of general facts in a propositional network. This propositional network uses nodes to represent ideas (roughly) and labelled links, which connect nodes, to represent various types of associations between ideas. Information is organized into propositional units where each proposition is a tree interassociating a number of nodes. While the network aspects of this representation are important
for such ACT processes as spreading activation (to be discussed shortly) for most purposes ACT's data base may be thought of as consisting simply of a set of propositions. For example, ACT might represent the addition problem 32 + 18 by the set of propositions:

(ADD 32 18)
(BEGINS 32 2)
(AFTER 2 3)
(ENDS 32 3)
(BEGINS 18 8)
(AFTER 8 1)
(ENDS 18 1)

ACT represents its procedural knowledge as a set of productions, i.e., (condition => action) rules. The condition is an abstract description of a set of propositions. If propositions can be found in the data base which satisfy this abstract description, the production will perform its action. Actions can both add to the contents of the data base and cause the system to emit observable responses.

Propositions that are added to the data base are treated as sources of activation. The total amount of activation given to a source is divided up among all the terms contained in that proposition and then spread from them out over the links in the propositional network to activate other propositions containing these same terms. The activation of these propositions causes them to be treated as sources in turn (but with a reduced amount of activation) and the process continues until the
activation spread to a proposition is less than the amount the system requires to consider a node active at all. The amount of activation that will accumulate at any given node will depend on the number, strength, and directness of its connections to original sources of activation. 

ACT productions can only have their conditions satisfied by active propositions—a requirement that insures that the system will be most responsive to changes in the contents of its data base. ACT's basic control structure is an iteration through successive cycles, where each cycle consists of a production selection phase followed by an execution phase. On each cycle an APPLYLIST is computed which is a probabilistically defined subset of all of the productions whose conditions are satisfied by active propositions. The probability that a production will be placed on the APPLYLIST depends on the strength (s) of that production relative to the sum (S) of the strengths of all the productions whose conditions mention active nodes; that is, this probability is proportional to s/S. Discussion of the process of assigning a strength to a production will be postponed until a later section; all that needs to be said here is that this strength reflects just how successful past applications of this production have been. Thus one component of the production-selection phase consists of choosing out of all the productions which could apply those which are most likely to apply successfully. Further discussion of the details of production selection and execution is best conducted in the context of an example.
Example Production System

Table 1 presents a set of productions for adding two numbers. Since it is difficult to grasp the flow of control among the productions in Table 1, this information is presented diagrammatically in Figure 1 which may be useful in understanding the discussion of the addition productions that follows. There are a number of notational conventions in this figure: Productions are represented as arrows connecting states represented by circles. Each arrow is labelled by the production which it represents. The state circle at the head of an arrow shows the action of the production. The arrows for other productions which need these actions performed in order to apply are shown originating from this state circle. When two or more productions originate from a state circle, additional information from the data base must be examined in order to decide which production should apply. Such additional conditions are represented in diamonds adjacent to the production numbers. The state circle at the tail of a production arrow along with the adjacent diamond totally account for the condition of that production.

Insert Table 1 about here

Insert Figure 1 about here

Suppose the addition problem $32 + 18$ is in ACT's data base in the format described above (p. xx). Then the condition of production P1 is satisfied by making the following correspondences between elements of the condition and propositions in the data base:

$$\text{add LVnumber1 and LVnumber2} = (\text{ADD 32 18})$$
LVnumber1 begins with LVdigit1 = (BEGINS 32 2)
LVnumber2 begins with LVdigit2 = (BEGINS 18 8)

In making these correspondences, the variables LVnumber1, LVnumber2, LVdigit1, and LVdigit2 are bound to the values 32, 18, 2, and 8 respectively. The LV prefix indicates that these are local variables and can be bound to anything. They only maintain their binding within the production. Other productions are not constrained to match these variables in the same way. In contrast, there are global variables (GV prefix) which, once bound, keep their values in subsequent productions unless explicitly rebound.

The action of P1, add LVdigit1 and LVdigit2 becomes, given the values of the variables, an instruction to place the proposition (ADD 2 8) into the data base. The action of P1 also sets global variables to the digits in the first column.

After the execution of P1 the first element of the condition of production P2 is satisfied:

If GVdigit1 and GVdigit2 are being added = (ADD 2 8).

The remaining condition of P2 matches a proposition in the data base about integer addition:

LVsum is the sum of GVdigit1 and GVdigit2 = (10 = 2 + 8)

The action of P2 simply sets GVsum to this sum.

Productions which require that GVsum have a value can now apply. In particular production P6 is matched as follows:

GVsum > 9 = (10 > 9)
GVsum is the sum of LVdigit3 and 10 = (10 = 0 + 10).

Since this is the first column in the problem, the final requirement of P6, that there be no proposition in the data base indicating a carry into this column, is obviously satisfied. The action of P6 writes out 0 as the first digit in the answer and places a proposition in the data base, (DO-NEXT 2 8 CARRY), to the effect that this column is finished and a carry should be made into the next column.

It may be worth considering why no other production besides P6 can apply. Production P4 fails because there is a proposition in the data base, (10 > 9), inconsistent with the requirement that GVsum is not > 9. Productions P5 and P7 do not apply because there is no carry into the first column. One might wonder why P1 or P2 do not apply again since their conditions were satisfied once by data base elements that have not been changed. The current version of the ACT production system does not allow production conditions to match twice to exactly the same data-base propositions. This constraint serves to avoid unwanted repetitions of the same productions and the danger of infinite loops.

Production P12 applies next, resetting GVdigit1 to 3 and GVdigit2 to 1 and entering (ADD 3 1) into the data base so that the next column can be added. Production P3 sets GVsum to 4 obtained from the data base proposition (4 = 3 + 1). P3 applies here rather than P2 although the condition of P2 is also satisfied. This is because the condition elements of P2 are a proper subset of those of P3. This principle is referred to as specificity ordering in what follows because it results in more specific productions applying in place of more general ones.
Production P5 adds the carry to GVsum and writes out the second digit of the answer, 5. P11 then applies, noting that the problem is finished.

This example illustrates a number of important features of the ACT production system.

(1) Individual productions act on the information in long-term memory. They communicate with one another by entering information into memory and setting global variables.

(2) Productions tend to apply in sequences where one production applies after another has entered some element into the database. Thus the action of one production can help evoke other productions.

(3) The condition of a production describes an abstract pattern of propositions in the database. The more propositions that a condition requires in its pattern, the more difficult it is to satisfy that condition. Similarly, the more a condition relies on constants instead of variables to describe its pattern, the more difficult it is to satisfy that condition.

**Production Designation**

ACT needs the ability to augment its set of productions with new productions. For this reason, productions can designate the construction of other productions in their actions in much the same way that they designate the construction of memory structure. Production designation is an important means by which ACT learns procedural skills.
Encoding of Procedural Instructions

As a first example of procedural learning, let us consider how production designation can be used to assimilate the lessons provided by instruction. Consider how ACT might assimilate the following rules defining various types of LISP expressions (adapted from the second chapter of Weissman, 1967):

1. If an expression is a number it is an atom.

2. If an expression is a literal (a string of characters) it is an atom.

3. If an expression is an atom it is an S-expression.

4. If an expression is a dotted pair, it is an S-expression.

5. If an expression begins with a left parenthesis, followed by an S-expression, followed by a dot, followed by an S-expression, followed by a right parenthesis, it is a dotted pair.

After receiving this instruction ACT will have the sentences expressing these rules represented in its data base. However, this representation, by itself, does not allow it to perform any of the cognitive operations that would normally be thought of as demonstrating an "understanding" of these rules. In order to obtain such an understanding, a means of integrating these rules into ACT's procedural
knowledge is required. Since these rules have the form of conditionals (antecedent implies consequent), they can be translated in a fairly straightforward manner into the condition-action format of productions. Table 2 illustrates four ACT productions for performing such a translation. Production P18 handles the antecedents of the first four conditionals. For example, P18 matches the segment If an expression is a number... of rule (1) by binding LVword to the word number and LVconcept1 to the concept @NUMBER that ACT considers underlies the word. Its action is to save the proposition If there is a @NUMBER by attaching it to GVhold.

---------------------------
Insert Table 2 about here
---------------------------

Production P19 is responsible for actually building the productions encoding these rules. It obtains the conditions of these new productions from the global variable GVhold, which is given a value by other productions, and it obtains the actions from its own processing of the consequent parts of the rules. For example, in the case of rule (1), P19 applies after P18, matching the remainder of the sentence ...number it is an atom. GVword had been previously fixed to number by P18; the local variables LVword and LVconcept had no prior constraints (by the definition of a local variable) and received values of atom and @ATOM, respectively, in the process of matching. The action of P19 builds the production:

P22: IF there is a @NUMBER
THEN it is an @ATOM
Production P22 is the mechanism by which ACT can actually make the inferences authorized by rule (1).

Productions P20 and P21 are responsible for processing complex conditionals like (5). P20 processes the first begins phrase and P21 each subsequent followed by phrase. GWhold has as its value all of the condition elements collected by P20 and P21. After the antecedent of the conditional has been entirely processed, production P19 will apply to process the consequent and then designate a production. In the case of rule (5) this production would be:

P23: IF an expression begins with a @LEFT-PARENTHESES
and this @LEFT-PARENTHESES is before an @S-EXPRESSION
and this @S-expression is before a @DOT
and this @DOT is before an @S-EXPRESSION
and this @S-EXPRESSION is before a @RIGHT-PARENTHESES

THEN it is a @DOTTED-PAIR

**Designation with Substitution**

The power of the designation mechanisms can be greatly increased by simply allowing substitutions of one item for another throughout a designated production. For example, consider the following production which might be useful in learning by modelling:

P24: IF when LWmodel sees LEvent1
     another event, LEvent2, occurs
     consisting of LWmodel doing LWaction
THEN BUILD
  | IF LVevent1
  |   | THEN LVevent2

substituting ACT for all occurrences of LVmodel

Applied in a situation where Mommy says Hi to Alice after seeing her wave, P24 will designate:

P25: IF Alice waves to ACT
    THEN ACT say "Hi"

The substitution mechanism also allows ACT to handle implicit variables in definitions. For example, when CONS(A B) = (A . B) is offered as a definition (rather than an example) of the LISP function CONS, A and B are implicitly variables. ACT knows this, in the sense that when it designates a production to encode this definition of CONS it substitutes variables for constants appearing as arguments.

Generalization

It is the ability to perform successfully in novel situations that is the hallmark of human cognition. For example, productivity has often been identified as the most important feature of natural languages, where this refers to the speaker's ability to generate and comprehend utterances never before encountered. Traditional learning theories are generally considered inadequate to account for this productivity and ACT's generalization abilities must eventually be evaluated against this same standard.

While it is possible for ACT to designate new productions to
apply in situations where existing ones do not, this kind of generalization requires having designating productions that correctly anticipate future needs. It is plausible that ACT could have such designating productions to guide its generalizations in areas in which it possesses some expertise. For example, if ACT were learning a second language, its experience with its first language might reasonably lead it to expect that the syntactic rules of this new language would treat whole classes of morphemes as equivalent (e.g., the class of all nouns), rather than including different syntactic rules for each individual morpheme. ACT's ability to substitute variables for constants when designating new productions would allow it to capitalize on this expectation and immediately generalize its competence beyond those sentences in the second language that it had actually observed.

It would be much more controversial to attribute such sophisticated expectations to ACT when it learns a first language; and even if it turned out to be justified in this case, it is highly unlikely that sophisticated expectations are available in all cases in which people can make generalizations. For this reason, ACT has the ability to create new productions automatically that are generalizations of its existing productions. This ability, while less powerful than the ability to designate generalizations, is applicable even in cases where ACT has no reliable expectations about the characteristics of the material it must learn.

Examples used to illustrate ACT's automatic generalization
mechanism will draw on productions from Table 3. Production P26 is a designating production which builds comprehension productions. It takes a sentence spoken by a teacher and makes it the condition of a production whose action is ACT's representation of the event the teacher is thought to be describing. When ACT hears this sentence in the future this comprehension production will allow it to understand that another instance of the event the teacher described has occurred.

------------------
Insert Table 3 about here
------------------

Productions P27 and P28 were built by production P26 based on pairings of the sentences John gave the ball to Jane and Bill gave the dolly to Mary with the events they describe. ACT's automatic generalization mechanism forms a new production P29 which has variables in place of the constants that differ in these two designated productions. Production P29 will handle any sentence of the form LVagent gave the LVobject to LVrecipient and thus extends ACT's competence far beyond the specific examples encountered.

Formal Definitions

Further discussion of the properties of ACT's automatic generalization mechanism requires a formal definition (adapted from Vere, 1977): A production _C_1 ⇒ A_1 is considered a generalization of _C_2 ⇒ A_2, if _C_1 ⇒ A_1 can apply in every circumstance that _C_2 ⇒ A_2 can (and possibly others); and in these circumstances _C_2 ⇒ A_2 would cause just the same changes to the data base as _C_1 ⇒ A_1. We can specify the
conditions under which one production will be a generalization of another: Consider any consistent scheme for replacing local variables and constants in $C_2$ by local variables in $C_1$. We will refer to this as a substitution $\Theta$. Let $\Theta C_2$ denote $C_2$ after these substitutions have been made. Similarly, let $\Theta A_2$ denote the action after the same substitutions. Then $C_1 \Rightarrow A_1$ is a generalization of $C_2 \Rightarrow A_2$ if and only if there is some $\Theta$ such that $C_1 \in \Theta C_2$ and $A_1 = \Theta A_2$.

Consider how this definition can be applied to show that production P29 (which corresponds to $C_1 \Rightarrow A_1$ in the definition) is a generalization of production P28 (which corresponds to $C_2 \Rightarrow A_2$): The substitution $\Theta$ will replace Bill in P28 by LVagent from P29. Similarly dolly will be replaced by LVobject, and Mary by LVrecipient. After the substitution $\Theta$, the two productions are identical; in the terms of the definition, $C_1 \in \Theta C_2$ and $A_1 = \Theta A_2$. The fact that P29 is a generalization of P28 will be denoted by P29 $<$ P28.

The result $C_1 \in \Theta C_2$ is stronger than what is required by the definition of generalization ($C_1 \in \Theta C_2$), which means that in forming the generalization P29 from P27 and P28, ACT could have deleted some condition clauses as well as substituting variables for constants. The reason no clauses were deleted is that ACT forms maximal common generalizations (this concept is also due to Vere, 1977). P29 is a maximal common generalization of P27 and P28 because P29 $<$ P27 and P29 $<$ P28 and there exists no production P such that P29 $<$ P, P $<$ P27, and P $<$ P28. A maximal common generalization of P27 and P28 is one that deletes
the minimum number of their clauses and replaces the minimum number of their constants by variables.

Productions P30 and P31 are the immediate results of a sequence of training trials whose eventual outcome is the generalization P32. P32 will comprehend all statements of the form LVAgent gave to LVrecipient the LVobject. These training trials were performed to demonstrate that ACT would properly distinguish the two different sentence structures for the verb gave and would not form a generalization of them that would handle all sentences containing this verb. There is no way to substitute corresponding variables from the condition of P29 into P32 to produce the identity of actions required by the definition of generalization.

There are occasions on which the maximal common generalization of two perfectly reasonable productions is a production that we would not want ACT to have. For example, consider the following pair of productions:

P33: IF there is a LVlocation in Asia
    which is wet and hot and flat
    THEN rice can be grown in this LVlocation

P34: IF there is a LVlocation in Vietnam
    which has roads,
    which is near the river,
    but which is not in the mountains
    THEN rice can be grown in this LVlocation

Their maximal common generalization is:

P35: IF there is a LVlocation in a LVplace
THEN rice can be grown in this location

Here the perceived lack of commonality among these two sets of requirements for rice growing has led to the spurious generalization that rice can be grown anywhere. To avoid such obviously spurious generalizations, a restriction is placed on the number of clauses that can be deleted in producing a generalization. If $k$ is the number of clauses in the smaller of the two conditions, then no generalization will be formed if more than $0.25k$ clauses must be deleted.

The Problem of Efficiency

A number of other researchers (e.g., Hayes-Roth & McDermott, 1977; and Vere, 1975, 1977, in press) have also worked on generalization routines for production systems. Their routines use different computational techniques to produce generalizations of pairs of productions. ACT's generalization routine uses a rather brute-force technique that tries to put clauses from the two productions into correspondence by substitution of variables. Clauses which have no corresponding member in the other production are not included in the generalization. If there are $n$ clauses in the condition of one production and $m$ clauses in the other ($n > m$) there are potentially $n!/(n-m)!$ ways to assign correspondences. ACT's generalization routine manages to achieve some efficiency by the use of heuristics to guide the search for corresponding clauses. However, there is a sense in which research directed toward discovering efficient algorithms for generalizing two productions is hopeless. Hayes-Roth (1977) has observed
that generalization, in its most general form is an NP-complete problem. Since it is widely believed that the time to solve NP-complete problems must be an exponential function of the complexity of the problem, there is probably no entirely satisfactory algorithm for generalization.

Several features of ACT's generalization routine were motivated by this inevitable computational inefficiency. The first of these is that a limit is placed on the amount of computing time that will be spent trying to generalize any pair of productions. The second is that an attempt is made to generalize as few pairs as possible. A realistic simulation of an adult-human's entire procedural knowledge would require hundreds of thousands of ACT productions. Under these circumstances it would be disastrous to attempt to generalize all possible pairs of productions. Not only would this be astronomically costly, but it would produce many spurious generalizations. ACT only attempts to form generalizations when a new production has been designated. Although no potential generalizations would be missed if a generalization was attempted for each possible pairing of this newly-designated production with an existing production, an enormous computational cost is required even under this scheme. For this reason generalizations are attempted only for pairings of newly-designated productions with the productions on the APPLYLIST. Since a production is on the APPLYLIST only if the constants it references are active and it has met a strength criterion (see p.xx), this implies that attempts to generalize will be restricted to productions that are relevant to the current context and which have had a fair history of past success.
Overgeneralization

Since ACT's automatic generalization mechanism extrapolates beyond observed situations, it is bound to make errors. However, given the goal of a realistic psychological simulation, such overgeneralizations on ACT's part would actually be desirable if it could be shown that people also overgeneralize in similar ways. For example, children learning language (and, it appears, adults learning a second language—see Bailey, Madden, & Krashen, 1974) overgeneralize morphemic rules. Thus a child will generate mans, gived, etc. ACT will do the same.

------------------

Insert Table 4 about here
------------------

The following example illustrates some of the ways in which ACT will overgeneralize. Suppose ACT has the set of productions shown in Table 4 for learning the syntactic structure of simple agent-action-object sentences. ACT brings to this effort the knowledge that certain morphemes refer to certain semantic categories. For instance, it knows that dog refers to the category @DOG. When it encounters a known morpheme it will assume that the semantic category is being referred to and build this information into the production. However, when it encounters an unknown morpheme it skips over it. In this example ACT starts out not knowing how morphemes signal tense and number.

To learn the syntactic structure of a simple sentence, the productions in Table 4 require that the sentence can be paired with the
event it describes. Productions P36-P39 step through the sentence, collecting all the semantic relations provided by the morphemes whose meanings are known to ACT. Once they are finished, production P40 designates a production which will say this sentence in response to any other event that has occurred during the same time and that is given the same semantic categorization by these known morphemes. For example, when an adult model says *The dog chases the cat* as a description of some event occurring at TIME1, these productions will cause the designation of:

\[
P41: \text{IF @DOGS are @CHASING @CATS at TIME1} \\
\quad \text{and the morpheme "dog" refers to the category @DOGS} \\
\quad \text{and the morpheme "chase" refers to the category @CHASING} \\
\quad \text{and the morpheme "cat" refers to the category @CATS} \\
\text{THEN say "The dog chase+s the cat"}
\]

Once ACT has P41 it will say *The dog chases the cat* in response to events which should actually be described by *The dogs chase the cat*. It will also use this sentence to describe events that should be described, *The dogs chased the cat* (when TIME1 is no longer present).

This shows that while the productions in Table 4 will designate only correct sentences if all the relevant morpheme-to-semantic-category correspondences are known, they will designate overgeneral productions in the absence of complete knowledge (i.e. what "+s" and "+ed" signal). Thus, directly designated productions can be overly general even before automatic generalization comes into the picture.

In addition, the automatic generalization mechanism will be shown
to act in such a way as to compound this overgeneralization. The distinction between morphemes and the semantic categories they refer to will be ignored in what follows to simplify the exposition. Thus, for example, the production designated when an adult says The cat kills the rat to describe an event will be abbreviated by:

P42: IF cat happens to kill rat at time2 THEN say "The cat kill+s the rat"

In response to the pair of productions P41 and P42, the automatic generalization mechanism will produce production P43 in Table 5. P43 generates what is really a present-tense, singular-subject sentence regardless of the actual tense or plurality requirements of the event that sentence is supposed to describe. The other productions in Table 5 are similar overgeneralizations produced in response to other examples of grammatical speech. For example, production P46 is a generalization over the productions designated in response to the adult sentences The dogs chased the cat and The cats killed the rat. Since all four productions in Table 5 have identical conditions, as far as these productions are concerned the choice of inflection for subject and verb is entirely arbitrary. Another overgeneral feature of the productions in Table 5 is that they would apply to irregular words generating items like man+s and gived.

Thus with the acquisition of the productions in Table 4 and 5,
ACT has passed from a state of never using the morphemes that express tense and number to a state in which they are used more or less haphazardly. While there is evidence for similar transitions in the empirical literature on language acquisition, it is also the case that people eventually learn to correct their overgeneralizations. The correction of overgeneralizations is primarily the responsibility of ACT's automatic discrimination mechanism.

**Discrimination**

One response to the problem of overgeneral productions is to designate new productions that apply in a more limited range of circumstances. However, just as in the case of designated generalization, the existence of the required designating productions is plausible only for domains in which ACT already possesses some expertise. In such domains, ACT could possess the knowledge required to debug its own errors intelligently, but in the majority of cases it will rely on its automatic discrimination mechanism. For example, ACT's automatic discrimination mechanism can form the new, correctly-restricted, productions of Table 6 from their overgeneral counterparts in Table 5 without recourse to any specific hypotheses about the nature of the material that must be learned.

------------------------
Insert Table 6 about here
------------------------

**An Earlier Discrimination Algorithm**

A comparison of any pair of corresponding productions from these
tables shows that the correctly discriminated member of the pair contains additional propositions in its condition involving the variables that occur in the condition of the overgeneral member of the pair. These additional propositions function to restrict the variable-bindings that will satisfy the condition of the discriminate production to some subset of those variable-bindings that will satisfy the condition of the overgeneral production. If the automatic discrimination mechanism can find additional propositions which restrict the set of variable bindings in just the right way, then the overgeneralization will be corrected.

Every time a production applies, there is an opportunity to obtain a new set of bindings for its variables. A proposition can then be chosen out of all of those in the data base that mention any of these new bindings. This proposition (appropriately variabilized) can then be added to those in the condition of the production that has just applied to form a new discriminate production with the same action. (It should be emphasized that the discriminate production does not replace the one it was formed from; productions used as the basis for discrimination or generalization continue to exist in the system alongside their "offspring."

For example, the overgeneral production P43 might apply to generate the sentence The girl hits the boy to describe an event that occurred at TIME3. If there is a proposition in the data base stating that TIME3 is the present time, this proposition could be chosen to produce the discriminate production:

P51: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
and LVtime is present

THEN say "The LVagent LVact=s the LVobject"

A subsequent discrimination of P51 that chooses a proposition stating that the agent is singular would be required to produce the correct production P47 in Table 6.

As long as appropriate propositions are somewhere in the database, a random choice out of all the propositions that mention new variable bindings is all that is required to guarantee that correct discriminations will eventually be found without any recourse to specific hypotheses about the nature of the material that must be learned. However, the power of random choice is always bought at some cost in efficiency. An earlier version of the automatic discrimination mechanism did randomly choose a proposition to form a new discrimination after every production application. However, very large numbers of discriminations were generated before the correct one was formed.

The Current Discrimination Algorithm

A new discrimination algorithm was developed that greatly increases efficiency. This algorithm makes a distinction between correct and incorrect actions. Productions place new propositions into the database and emit observable responses; either of these actions can be declared incorrect by a human observer or by ACT itself. In the absence of such a declaration an action is considered correct. That is, the only distinction made by the discrimination mechanism is between negative
feedback and its absence (a later section will take up a possible role for positive feedback). Since the way in which ACT declares that the action of a production is incorrect is to apply another production that makes such a declaration as part of its own action, arbitrarily complex ACT computations can be performed to decide the correctness of any particular action.

The current automatic discrimination mechanism will only attempt to discriminate a production when it has both a correct and an incorrect application of that production to compare. Consider two applications of P43, one of which correctly generates The boy hits the girl to describe a present tense situation and the other which incorrectly generates this same sentence to describe a past tense situation. Suppose the only difference between the variable bindings in these two applications was that LVtime was bound to TIME4 when the present-tense sentence The boy hits the girl was correctly generated, and bound to TIME5 when it was incorrectly generated, i.e., when the action took place in the past. Thus, assuming that ACT has received the appropriate feedback, it can correct its behavior if it can discover the relevant difference between TIME4 and TIME5.

A search is made for propositions mentioning the binding which occurred in the later of the two applications. In the case where the correct binding, TIME4, occurred in the later application this search might find the proposition TIME4 is present. However, before using this proposition to form the discrimination P51, a check is made that the
analogous proposition \textit{TIME5 is present} was not also in the data base at the time of the first, unsuccessful application. Finding such a proposition would show that the contemplated discrimination P51 would not have avoided the error made by the overgeneral P43. An attempt would then be made to find another proposition mentioning TIME4 which might better discriminate between successful and unsuccessful applications. If all propositions examined in this way fail. ACT forms no new production--it is possible that the feedback it received was unreliable.

In the case where the later of the two actions was the unsuccessful one, the proposition \textit{TIME5 is past} might be found which mentions the binding of interest. Since the analogous proposition \textit{TIME4 is past} was not in the data base at the time of the earlier, successful, application a discriminate production with an \textit{absence} condition is formed:
P52: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
and LVtime is not past

THEN say "The LVagent LVact+s the LVobject"

The current automatic discrimination mechanism also attempts to
speed up the process of finding useful discriminations by its method of
selecting propositions from the data base. While still using a random
process so as to maintain the guarantee that if the appropriate
propositions are in the data base they will eventually be found, this
random choice is biased in certain ways that reflect general hypotheses
about what sorts of propositions are likely to be incorporated by correct
discriminations. Since the greater the amount of activation that has
spread to a proposition the more relevant this proposition is likely to
be to the current situation, the discrimination mechanism chooses
propositions with probabilities that vary with their activation levels.
Since the strength of a proposition's interconnections to associated
propositions is an overall indicator of its past usefulness, the
discrimination mechanism also chooses propositions with probabilities
that vary with their average strengths of association.

**Discrimination by Specificity Ordering**

The use of all these efficiency-promoting devices allows the
automatic discrimination mechanism to correct rather quickly the
overgeneral productions in Table 5 when provided with feedback about the
sentences these productions generate. However, our experience with the
simulations performed to date is that while correct behavior on ACT's
part is obtained rather quickly, it is produced by a somewhat different set of productions than the completely-discriminated ones shown in Table 6. Although discriminations that add one additional proposition (e.g., P51) are obtained in all four cases, once completely discriminated productions are formed in two of the cases, they block the erroneous applications required to complete discrimination in the remaining two cases.

------------------------

Insert Table 7 about here
------------------------

To be more specific, suppose we have formed the discriminations shown in Table 7. Two of these productions, P48 and P49, are from Table 6. Each of these is included in just one cell in Table 7 showing that they are applicable to only one combination of tense and number, i.e., they are completely discriminated.

On the other hand, Table 7 also contains the incomplete discriminations P53 and P54:

P53: IF LVagent happens to LVact on Lvo{}bject at LVtime

and LVtime is present

\[ LVagent \text{ is singular} \]

THEN say "The LVagent LVact+s the LVo{}bject"

P54: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVo{}bject at LVtime

and LVagent is plural

THEN say "The LVagent+s LVact+ed the LVo{}bject"

Each of these are included in two cells reflecting their overgeneral
status. Cells in which they are the sole occupants indicate the combinations of tense and number for which they generate correct sentences, while membership in other cells indicates circumstances in which they will apply and produce errors. However, the left-to-right ordering of productions in these latter cells corresponds to their specificity ordering (p. xx); so, for example, if P49 is selected it will apply instead of P53 thereby preventing an error. In effect, the specificity ordering provides the needed additional discriminations. The control structure we have in Table 7 can be indicated:

If singular Then If past Then apply P49
Else apply P53

Else If plural Then If present Then apply P48
Else apply P54

While an if-then control structure is easily implemented in a production system, this if-then-else structure is possible in ACT only because of the specificity-ordering principle. The participation of P53 in this if-then-else control structure restricts its application in exactly the same way that the addition of the new condition clause and LVtime is not past would in an if-then control structure. This is the sense in which the specificity-ordering principle can produce discrimination.

Since P48 will prevent P54 from making errors in a similar fashion, these four productions in Table 7 produce errorless performance as long as the completely discriminated ones get selected (a probabilistic process) whenever they can apply. However, erroneous
applications of P53 and P54 are just what are required to produce the completely discriminated productions that would occupy the major diagonal cells of Table 7 (i.e., P47 and P50).

**Irregular Verbs**

There are cases in which productions produced on the way to obtaining those in Table 6 are more than mere stepping stones. Notice that the productions in Table 6 generate grammatical sentences only for regular verbs—they would generate *The girl hit the boy* to describe an event occurring in the past. Now based on experiences where the sentences *The girl hit the boy* and *The boy hit the girl* were paired with the events they described, the following generalization would have been formed:

P55: IF LVagent happens to hit LVobject at LVtime

THEN say "The LVagent hit the LVobject"

This production would sometimes apply incorrectly, perhaps to describe an event that would be correctly described by *The girl hits the boy*. Punishment of such errors would eventually result in a discrimination which correctly handles the irregular verb *hit*:

P56: IF LVagent happens to hit LVobject at LVtime

and LVtime is past

THEN say "The LVagent hit the LVobject"
Production Strength

The usual situation is for a number of ACT's productions to all have their conditions satisfied at the same time. On the one hand, this gives ACT a capability for parallel processing which, we have argued elsewhere (Anderson, Kline, & Lewis, 1977), is crucial for an accurate simulation of complex cognitive skills like language processing. On the other hand, the assumption of the ACT model of procedural learning is that the acquisition of most complex cognitive skills requires trying out competing sets of productions for performing the same task. These competing productions would all tend to have their conditions satisfied at the same time and to differ only in the appropriateness of their actions. The strength of an ACT production is a number which is interpreted as a predictor of this appropriateness. Decisions about which productions will actually apply, out of all those satisfied in any given situation, are made largely on the basis of their strengths. Consequently, ACT's ability to adjust the strengths of productions is an important component of its learning.

Adjustments to Strength

Since a production will not apply if it is not strong enough to be placed on the APPLYLIST (see p. xx), the impact of a production on ACT's performance depends crucially on the production's strength. ACT has a number of ways of adjusting the strength of a production in order to improve performance. Productions have a strength of .1 when first created. Each time it applies, a production has its strength increased
by .025. However, when a production applies and receives negative feedback, its strength is reduced by a factor of 1/4. Since a multiplicative adjustment produces a greater change in strength than an additive adjustment, this "punishment" is much more effective than a reinforcement.

While these two mechanisms are sufficient to adjust the behavior of any fixed set of productions, additional strengthening mechanisms are required to integrate new productions into the behavior of the system. Because these new productions are introduced with low strength, they would seem to be victims of a vicious circle: They cannot apply unless they are strong, and they are not strong unless they have applied. What is required to break out of this circle is a means of strengthening productions that does not rely on their actually applying. This is achieved by taking all of the strength adjustments that are made to a production that applies and making these adjustments to all of its generalizations that are in the system as well. Since a general production will be strengthened every time any one of its (possibly) numerous specializations applies, new generalizations can quickly amass enough strength to extend the range of situations in which ACT performs successfully.

For purposes of strengthening, re-creation of a production that is already in the system, whether by designation, generalization, or discrimination, is treated as equivalent to a successful application in the sense that the re-created production receives a .025 strength
increment and so do all of its generalizations. One implication of this principle is that repetition of instructions has cumulative benefits for performance.

**Interaction Between Strength and Specificity**

While selection rules based on strength can make some of the required choices among competing productions, it is clear that strength cannot be the sole criterion. For example, people reliably generate irregular plurals (e.g., *oxen*) under circumstances in which the "add s" rules for regular plurals are presumably also applicable. This reliable performance is obtained despite the fact that the productions responsible for generating regular plurals are applied much more frequently than those for irregulars and therefore should be much stronger. ACT's solution to the problem of exceptions to strong general rules relies on the specificity-ordering principle, discussed earlier to decide which productions on the APPLYLIST should actually execute. This principle accounts for the execution of a production generating an irregular plural since its condition presumably contains all of the requirements for generating a regular plural and must, in addition, make reference to the specific noun to be pluralized.

The precedence of exceptions over much stronger general rules does not imply that exceptions are impervious to feedback, however. In order to benefit from the specificity ordering principle exceptions must first have achieved the amount of strength necessary to be placed on the APPLYLIST. Furthermore, because this amount depends on the strengths of
the other productions that could apply, the stronger a general rule is, the more strength its exceptions need in order to apply reliably. But exceptions are designated with such low strength that one of the two mechanisms that can strengthen productions that have not actually applied must rescue them if they are ever to come to apply reliably. Since it is unlikely that a newly-designed exception is a generalization of any existing productions, inheriting the strengthenings given to specializations is not a solution in this case. Instead, repeated designations of the exception can provide the initial strength required for occasional placement on the APPLYLIST. Once this is achieved, a series of successful applications will be enough to produce consistent execution of the exception instead of the general rule.

The following example, which shows ACT learning to refer to objects with definite and indefinite articles, illustrates this interaction between strength and specificity. The example begins with ACT in the situation of a young child who knows how to refer to objects with nouns, but who does not yet know how to modify them with articles. ACT’s knowledge here takes the form of the production:

    P57: IF the goal is to refer to LVobj
        and LVc is the concept for LVobj
        and LVword is the word for LVc
        THEN say LVword

By some unspecified process, ACT forms the general hypothesis that the speaker’s choice of article is determined by the listener's
relation to the object being referred to. This hypothesis also takes the form of a production:

P58: IF GVmodel is referring to LVobj
    and LVc is the concept for LVOBJ
    and LVword is the word for LVc
    and the listener has LVrelation to LVOBJ
    and the model says "LVword1 LVword"

THEN BUILD IF the goal is to refer to 'LVOBJ'
            and 'LVc' is the concept for 'LVOBJ'
            and 'LVword' is the word for 'LVc'
            and the LVlistener has LVrelation
to 'LVOBJ'
THEN say "LVword1 'LVword'"

(In the process of designating new productions, P58 will substitute variables—see p.xx above—for the items in single quotes.) Whenever there are new data relevant to this general hypothesis about the dependence between the speaker's choice of article and the state of the listener, P58 designates a production to embody the specific hypothesis supported by these new data. In particular, one of the productions P59 or P60 will be designated by P58 on almost every occurrence of articles in adult speech:7

P59: IF the goal is to refer to LVOBJ
    and LVc is the concept for LVOBJ
    and LVword is the word for LVc
and the listener is aware of LVobj

THEN say "THE LVword"

P60: IF the goal is to refer to LVobj

and LVc is the concept for LVobj

and LVword is the word for LVc

and the listener is unaware of LVobj

THEN say "A LVword"

The conditions of P59 and P60 are both supersets of the condition of P57. Therefore, if either one of these productions which use articles in referring is on the APPLYLIST it will apply instead of P57, which only uses nouns, by the specificity-ordering principle.

Once ACT has the designating production P58, the course of learning may be observed in which a training trial consists of providing an example of reference using articles. The amount of learning that has occurred can be assessed with test trials, produced by entering propositions into the data base that satisfy the productions that have been designated. There must be a proposition to the effect that ACT has the goal of referring to an object. There must also be a statement about the listener's awareness/unawareness of the object in question. For example, if the listener is said to be aware of the dog that ACT wants to refer to, either production P57 will apply generating dog or production P59 will apply generating the dog (errors like a dog were not possible in this simulation). The proportion of test trials on which an article is used is a measure of ACT's learning.
The details of the simulation were as follows: Production P57 which refers without articles was given an initial strength of 20. The designating production P58 was given a strength of only .1 reflecting the fact that it is a new hypothesis about articles. Training trials alternated with test trials and definite articles alternated with indefinite articles. Thus a series of four trials had the form: train with definite article, test use of definite article, train with indefinite article, test use of indefinite article. A complete simulation of learning to use articles required ten such blocks of four trials. (ACT undoubtedly learns too rapidly to be an accurate model of humans; however, the computational expense of a more accurate simulation would be prohibitive.) Ten replications were performed of the complete simulation in order to obtain proportions of article use in each block. The course of learning was different in each replication because of the probabilistic nature of production selection.

In qualitative terms the results of the simulations were as follows: On the first few training trials the designating production P58 applied unreliably due to its low strength; even when it did apply, the productions it designated, (P59 and P60) were too weak themselves to apply reliably on test trials. However, when P58 did manage to apply, it was strengthened, resulting in more reliable designation on subsequent training trials; this led, in turn, to the strengthening of P59 and P60. The combined strengthening influences of frequent re-designation and successful application were enough to produce reliable generation of articles by the end of the simulation.
The results are shown in quantitative terms in Figure 2. There is a relatively rapid, but not all-or-none, change in the level of performance. The best and the worst simulations show much the same pattern as the average of all ten. These rapid changes can be explained by the tendency for success to feed on itself in ACT. A successful execution of a production results in an increase in its strength and consequently greater opportunity for further execution and strengthening. Roger Brown (1973) reports that young children show just these sharp, but not all-or-none, changes in their percentage of correct use of grammatical morphemes.

**Designation Takes Precedence Over Strength**

An argument can be made for adding yet another principle of production selection to those already operative in the previous example. For several cycles following the designation of a production, an attempt should be made to apply this new production before applying any of the productions on the APPLYLIST. This principle allows us to explain the fact that, with some effort, it is possible for adults to deliberately override highly overpracticed rules. For instance, it is possible to replace the "add s" rule for pluralizing nouns with an "add er" rule (e.g., *three booker*). The explanation runs as follows: The production which implements the "add er" rule is repeatedly designated as long as a deliberate effort is being made to perform the new pluralization. By
virtue of having been just designated, it is applied in preference to the "add $s$" rule. When the deliberate effort is no longer maintained, designation ceases, the "add $er$" production fails to be placed on the APPLYLIST because of its low strength, and the strong "add $s$" rule re-asserts itself.

The results of some experiments by LaBerge (1974) have a similar explanation involving the precedence of designation over strength. LaBerge had subjects make same-different judgements for familiar alphabetic symbols and for unfamiliar letter-like symbols. Reaction time in this task can be thought of as determined by the number of cycles required to select the relevant productions. This quantity will be inversely related to the strengths of the productions unless designation causes automatic selection. Since alphabetic symbols presumably have very strong productions responsible for their recognition, the reaction-time advantage usually found for these symbols can be explained as due to strength differences. However, when subjects knew ahead of time what symbol would be involved in the judgement, there was no advantage to the familiar symbols. This can be explained as due to the automatic selection of productions designated to recognize the expected symbol.

**Discrimination by Restriction vs. Discrimination by Exception**

There is an important distinction to be made in ACT between two types of discrimination, only one of which can be formed by automatic-discrimination. ACT's automatic-discrimination mechanism cannot form an exception to a general rule because the exception would need a different
action. Productions with new actions can only be formed by designation. The automatic discrimination mechanisms merely modify the range of situations in which an existing action will be performed—that is, they correct over-generalizations of that action. This we call discrimination by restriction to distinguish it from the discrimination by exception required in the pluralization example of the previous section.

It is interesting to compare the ways in which exceptions and restrictions are integrated into the behavior of the system. First, consider the similarities: We have seen previously that after being designated with low strength initially repeated re-designation allows exceptions to accumulate the strength required for occasional placement on the APPLYLIST. Nothing prevents the automatic discrimination mechanism from choosing, on different occasions, the same proposition from the data base to use in forming new productions. Thus, in all likelihood, the same restriction of an overgeneral production will be formed multiple times; just as is the case with exceptions, it is possible for multiple formations to provide the strength necessary for placing restrictions on the APPLYLIST. Once consistent placement on the APPLYLIST is achieved, a history of successful applications will increase the strength of both exceptions and restrictions to the point where they will apply reliably in the future.

However, interesting differences between exceptions and restrictions emerge when we consider circumstances in which these discriminations do not apply. When an exception is not applicable its
general rule will take over and presumably be strengthened for correct performance. The intention is that both the exception and the general rule should co-exist in the system and, in fact, as long as occasions to apply the exception are frequent enough, neither will grow in strength at the expense of the other.

On the other hand, assuming that our restriction is the right one (i.e., its action is called for in just those situations described in its condition) whenever this restriction is not applicable any application of its overgeneral source results in errors. These errors will presumably be punished, costing the overgeneralization 1/4 of its strength each time. Here the intention is that the correct restriction should come to replace its overgeneral source in the operation of the system, and, in fact, the restriction grows rapidly in strength relative to its source. It is strengthened in all situations in which its source is strengthened and avoids all punishment the source receives for misapplication.

It is relative loss of strength of the source that is important here. Since production selection evaluates the strength of a production relative to the strengths of all productions with active constants, a production will be selected for the APPLYLIST with a probability of 1.0, regardless of its strength on occasions in which it is the only active production. This implies that punishment in the ACT system would not be effective if it only reduced strength and did not also result in the creation of competing productions through automatic discrimination. On this issue, ACT is supported by the learning literature (Estes, 1970;
Hilgard & Bower, 1974) which indicates that punishment works not so much by "stamping out" behaviors as by producing alternative behaviors.

Another prediction that follows from the ACT model is that negative feedback should play an important role in the learning of any complex procedure, since without it the automatic discrimination mechanism cannot operate. This prediction is in direct conflict with the widespread belief that negative feedback is completely ineffectual in first-language acquisition. For example, Cazden (1964) has reported that providing children with corrected versions of their ungrammatical utterances does not result in more rapid acquisition of the correct forms. If this claim is accurate (and there is some evidence that it is not; see McNeil, 1970), then it can only be explained in ACT terms by assuming that the children were for some reason incapable of determining just which productions should have been punished from the negative feedback that was provided.

The Origin of Designating Productions

Although procedural learning involves the acquisition of new behaviors, as noted above, ACT's automatic generalization and discrimination mechanisms cannot add new actions to productions. The designation process is thus indispensable to the ACT theory of procedural learning because it alone has the ability to introduce productions with new actions into the system. Once this is appreciated, it becomes necessary to account for the acquisition of the designating productions themselves. In our work to date, the only requirement we placed on
ourselves in proposing designating productions for ACT in learning some skill was that a human learner of that same skill might plausibly possess the knowledge incorporated in those productions. Given our interest in the learning of complex procedures, this seemed like a good strategy since it would be very difficult to give any detailed account of the origins of the sophistication that is demanded from the learner of any complex procedure. Of course, this is only defensible as a short-term strategy—the ACT learning theory is distressingly incomplete as long as the origin of designating productions is unexplained. The function of the present section is to present some speculations on the origin of ACT's designating productions.

Experience can always be expected to function, in at least a crude way, to recommend certain new behaviors; it would be reasonable for ACT to start out already having designating productions that capitalize on this expectation. For example, we saw the following modeling production earlier (p. xx):

P24: IF when LModel sees LEvent1

another event, LEvent2, occurs

consisting of LModel doing LVaction

THEN build IF LEvent1

[THEN LEvent2

substituting ACT for all occurrences of LModel
Actions performed by models in various situations have a high likelihood of being appropriate for ACT in those situations as well, and this makes P24 a good candidate for membership in the set of original designating productions. Other candidates for this set are inspired by the principles of traditional learning theory. For example, there is production P61 of Table 8 which incorporates a reinforcement principle.

Table 8 about here

Now it might appear that Production P61 is useless for producing new behaviors since it requires that ACT has already performed the behavior in question. However, in conjunction with a mechanism that randomly generated all the behaviors that ACT is capable of, P61 would enable a reinforced behavior to be incorporated into a production where it could be performed under stimulus control for the first time. A (rather anthropomorphic) example would have ACT reinforced for accidentally saying mama when its mother is near. The following production would be designated which represents a modest, but necessary, step towards the lexicalization of natural language; i.e., it introduces a connection between the word mama and the concept @Mommy:

P66: IF ACT sees @Mommy

THEN ACT say "mama"

Alternatively, the environment can act in a highly directive way to produce a passive action on ACT's part; as, for example, when an adult
takes a child's hand and makes it go through the motions required to tie a shoe. Production P61 would allow ACT to produce such behaviors on its own subsequently.

It is just possible that original designating productions of these sorts, in combination with the automatic generalization and discrimination mechanisms, is all the "innate endowment" that ACT requires to account for human procedural learning. The remainder of this section will attempt to provide support for this possibility by demonstrating that one of the designating productions required to comprehend verbal instructions can be formed from generalizations and discriminations of some original designating productions. The original designating productions that will be used are the reinforcement production P61 and the predictive production P63 from Table 8. Production P63 designates new productions that predict the consequences of ACT's behavior. These new productions will apply whenever that behavior is performed in the future and will predict the same consequences that were obtained previously. The automatic discrimination mechanism can form two new productions, P62 and P64 in Table 8, from the original designating productions P61 and P63. Both of these discriminations result from ACT's observation that occasions on which useful designations are formed are often those on which teachers use a particular kind of sentence (if-then) that refers to the events involved in the designation.9

Once these two discriminations have been formed, a generalization over them produces the designating production P65 in Table 8 which is
responsible for comprehending verbal instructions. Thus by processes of discrimination and generalization two designating productions that record events surrounding ACT's own actions ultimately give rise to a designating production of a very different character. Our hope is that all of the designating productions ACT requires for procedural learning can be produced in this same manner.

Future Directions: Inspection of Productions

Currently, one ACT production cannot inspect the contents of another ACT production because the productions themselves are not represented in the data base. As a consequence it is impossible to use productions to analyze the procedures that ACT has available for performing some task in order to isolate and correct "bugs" in those procedures. The idea that procedural learning consists of a debugging process has motivated a great deal of recent work in cognitive science (Brown, Burton, Hausman, Goldstein, Huggins & Miller, 1977; Goldstein, 1974; Sussman, 1975). While we think that debugging processes require too much domain-specific knowledge to account for much of human procedural learning, it is undeniable that experts can analyze the procedures they are using to find and correct bugs. An example comes from our experiences in learning to program in the language C, where all indexing initiates at 0 rather than the more customary 1. Introspection suggests that this requires systematically reworking familiar procedures for searching arrays, looping, etc. to compensate for this unusual convention. To make it possible to model such debugging processes we
intend to modify the ACT system to allow productions to treat other productions as data; that is, to allow productions to test for the existence of various other kinds of productions and, upon finding them, to add to them or make other modifications.

While the primary motivation for this change is to expand ACT's learning capabilities, it appears that making productions inspectable will provide benefits for the non-learning (performance) aspects of the system as well. One expected benefit is that it should become easier for ACT to direct its behavior in service of its goals. For example, in the LISP-learning simulation discussed earlier (p. xx), we had a production for categorizing a sequence of symbols as a dotted-pair:

P23: IF an expression begins with a @LEFT-PARENTHESES

and this @LEFT-PARENTHESES is before an @S-EXPRESSION

and this @S-expression is before a @DOT

and this @DOT is before an @S-EXPRESSION

and this @S-EXPRESSION is before a @RIGHT-PARENTHESES

THEN it is a @DOTTED-PAIR

Notice that this production depends on the subsequences having already been categorized as S-expressions; that is, it assumes a bottom-up sequence of processing where all decisions about high-level constituents must wait on decisions about all low-level constituents. The difficulty with this scheme is that the failure of a single production to apply--due, to low strength or to a failure to spread activation to all of the required memory structure--holds up the entire sequence of processing.
In addition, there is a great deal of wasted effort because low-level categorizations are made without regard to their usefulness for deciding between the various high-level categorizations that are viable at the moment.

Giving productions the ability to inspect other productions makes it possible to implement a top-down scheme that avoids some of these difficulties. Productions will respond to the top-level goal of showing that a particular expression is a dotted-pair by searching for other productions that make this categorization as part of their action. This search will find production P23 and then productions will notice that the condition of P23 can be satisfied if there are S-expressions on both sides of the dot. This leads, in turn, to a search for productions that categorize symbol sequences as S-expressions and the entire process repeats itself until a production is found whose condition is satisfied, but which has not yet applied. If it is low strength that has prevented this production from applying previously, then re-designating it will enable it to apply now. Alternatively, since the process of finding this production involved focusing the system's attention on successively smaller constituents of the dotted-pair, this refocusing can be expected to activate any memory structure inactivity blocked the application of this production previously. In any case the ability to implement this top-down process should result in more reliable achievement of the system's goals.

It is generally acknowledged that the design of a performance
system will have strong influences on the learning system. That is, our learning principles will be strongly influenced by our conception of what the end product of the learning process is like. On the other hand, it is also the case, as just illustrated, that work with a learning theory will affect the performance theory. There is a complex and intimate relationship between the two. It is preferable, and fortunately it is possible for us, to pursue both endeavors in parallel.
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2. The version of ACT described in this paper is called ACTF. Earlier publications (e.g., Anderson, 1976) described the previous version, ACTE.

3. To simplify the exposition a relation-argument syntax for propositions is used in this paper. This is a departure from the actual ACTF syntax which relies on infix operators such as * and OF as described in previous publications (see Anderson, 1976; Anderson, Kline & Lewis, 1977). Also in the interests of simplicity, type-token distinctions required to properly represent several occurrences (tokens) of the same digit (type) in an addition problem are being ignored here and throughout the paper.

4. No discussion of link strength will be provided here. Similarly, the whole question of decay of activation is being ignored. A more complete treatment of spreading activation can be found in Anderson, 1976, Ch. 8 -- although the current ACTF implementation of the spreading activation process differs substantially from the implementation discussed there.

5. The productions presented in this paper are translations of the formal syntax of the implemented productions into (hopefully) more readable prose. The reader interested in the details may request listings of the implemented versions and examples of their operation.
6. These productions and some others in this paper embody some clearly over-simplified notions about language comprehension; a more adequate treatment would only distract attention from the learning processes which are the matters of present interest, however. For a discussion of language processing within the ACT framework see Anderson, Kline, and Lewis (1977). (One complication necessary to any complete analysis of language comprehension is, nevertheless, being observed in some of the examples in this paper—the distinction between words and the concepts underlying them.)

7. Choice of article is more complicated than implied here; see Brown (1973, pp. 340-350) for a partial discussion.

8. In the simulations discussed in the previous section, the ability to apply various productions was used to assess the amount of procedural learning that ACT had accomplished. However, the principle being proposed now means that a production that applies easily after designation might be very difficult to apply later on. For this reason, these earlier simulations were run without giving preference to designated productions in order to get the most accurate estimates of learning.

9. Actually, at present there is no way to punish the designating productions, as is required to produce these discriminations. First of all, they have as their actions the creation of new productions—wholly internal events that could never be evaluated by an outside observer. Secondly, neither the internal event of designation nor the
new production that results from that event can currently be evaluated by the production system itself, because they are not represented in the data base that the system has available for inspection. However, as will be discussed in the next section, we anticipate expanding ACT's data base to take care of this difficulty.
Table 1
A Set of Productions for Adding Two Numbers

P1: IF the goal is to add LVnumber1 and LVnumber2
    and LVnumber1 begins with LVdigit1
    and LVnumber2 begins with LVdigit2
THEN add LVdigit1 and LVdigit2
    and set GVdigit1 to LVdigit1
    and set GVdigit2 to LVdigit2

P2: IF GVdigit1 and GVdigit2 are being added
    and LVsum is the sum of GVdigit1 and GVdigit2
THEN set GVsum to LVsum

P3: IF GVdigit1 and GVdigit2 are being added
    and LVsum is the sum of GVdigit1 and GVdigit2
    and there is a carry
THEN set GVsum to LVsum

P4: IF GVsum has a value
    and there is no carry
    and GVsum is not > 9
THEN write GVsum
    and go to the next column
P5: IF GVsum has a value
    and there is a carry
    and LVsum1 is the sum of GVsum plus 1
    and LVsum1 is not > 9
    THEN write LVsum1
    and go to the next column

P6: IF GVsum has a value
    and GVsum > 9
    and GVsum is the sum of LVdigit3 and 10
    and there is no carry
    THEN write LVdigit3
    and go to the next column with a carry

P7: IF GVsum has a value
    and there is a carry
    and GVsum > 8
    and GVsum is the sum of LVdigit3 and 9
    THEN write LVdigit3
    and go to the next column with a carry

P8: IF sent to the next column with no carry
    and there is a digit, LVdigit3, after GVdigit1
    and a digit, LVdigit4, after GVdigit2
    THEN set GVdigit1 to LVdigit3
    and set GVdigit2 to LVdigit4
    and add GVdigit1 and GVdigit2
P9: IF sent to the next column with no carry
    and there is a digit, LVdigit3, after GVdigit1
    and there is no digit after GVdigit2
    THEN set GVdigit1 to LVdigit3
    and write GVdigit1
    and go to the next column
P10: IF sent to the next column with no carry
    and there is a digit, LVdigit4, after GVdigit2
    and there is no digit after GVdigit1
    THEN set GVdigit2 to LVdigit4
    and write GVdigit2
    and go to the next column
P11: IF sent to the next column
    and there is no digit after GVdigit1
    and there is no digit after GVdigit2
    THEN problem completed
P12: IF sent to the next column with a carry
    and there is a digit, LVdigit3, after GVdigit1
    and a digit, LVdigit4, after GVdigit2
    THEN set GVdigit1 to LVdigit3
    and set GVdigit2 to LVdigit4
    and add GVdigit1 and GVdigit2
    and note the carry in the new column
P13: IF sent to the next column with a carry
    and there is a digit, \( LV\text{digit}_3 \) after \( GV\text{digit}_1 \)
    and there is no digit after \( GV\text{digit}_2 \)
    and \( LV\text{digit}_3 \) is not = 9
    and \( LV\text{sum} \) is the sum of \( LV\text{digit}_3 \) and 1

THEN set \( GV\text{digit}_1 \) to \( LV\text{digit}_3 \)
    and write \( LV\text{sum} \)
    and go to the next column

P14: IF sent to the next column with a carry
    and there is a digit, \( LV\text{digit}_4 \), after \( GV\text{digit}_2 \)
    and there is no digit after \( GV\text{digit}_1 \)
    and \( LV\text{digit}_4 \) is not = 9
    and \( LV\text{sum} \) is the sum of \( LV\text{digit}_4 \) and 1

THEN set \( GV\text{digit}_2 \) to \( LV\text{digit}_4 \)
    and write \( LV\text{sum} \)
    and go to the next column

P15: IF sent to the next column with a carry
    and there is a digit, \( LV\text{digit}_3 \), after \( GV\text{digit}_1 \)
    and there is no digit after \( GV\text{digit}_2 \)
    and \( LV\text{digit}_3 = 9 \)

THEN set \( GV\text{digit}_1 \) to \( LV\text{digit}_3 \)
    and write 0
    and go to the next column with a carry
P16: IF sent to the next column with a carry
and there is a digit, LVdigit4, after GVdigit2
and there is no digit after GVdigit1
and LVdigit4 = 9
THEN set GVdigit2 to LVdigit4
and write 0
and go to the next column with a carry

P17: IF sent to the next column with a carry
and there is no digit after GVdigit1
and there is no digit after GVdigit2
THEN write 1
and problem completed
Table 2
A Set of Productions for Encoding

Rules About LISP Structures

P18: IF there is a sentence beginning

"If an expression is a LVword...",

where LVconcept is the concept for LVword

THEN save IF there is a LVconcept for a new

condition by attaching it to GWhold

and set GWword to LVword

P19: IF there is a sentence ending

"...GWword it is a LVword,"

where LVconcept is the concept for LVword

THEN BUILD: IF GWhold

THEN it is a LVconcept

P20: IF there is a sentence beginning

"If an expression begins with a LVword..."

where LVconcept is the concept for LVword

THEN save IF an expression begins with an LVconcept

for a new condition by attaching it to GWhold

and set GWword to LVword

and set GWconcept to LVconcept
P21: IF a sentence has a phrase

"...GVword followed by a LVword..."

where LVconcept is the concept for LVword

THEN save IF there is a GVconcept before a LVconcept

for a new condition by attaching it to GWhold

and set GVconcept to LVconcept

and set GVword to LVword
Table 3
The Productions Involved in Learning Two Possible Sentence Structures for the Verb gave

P26: IF the LVteacher says an LVsentence
    while pointing to an LVevent

    THEN BUILD IF LVsentence
                      THEN LVevent

P27: IF there is a sentence "John gave the ball to Jane"

    THEN understand from this sentence that

    John caused a change in the possession
    of the ball from John to Jane

P28: IF there is a sentence "Bill gave the dolly to Mary"

    THEN understand from this sentence that

    Bill caused a change in the possession
    of the dolly from Bill to Mary

P29: IF there is a sentence "LVagent gave the LVo bject to LVrecipient"

    THEN understand from this sentence that

    LVagent caused a change in the possession
    of the LVo bject from LVagent to LVrecipient
P30: IF there is a sentence "Mary gave to John the ball"
    THEN understand from this sentence that
        Mary caused a change in the possession
        of the ball from Mary to John

P31: IF there is a sentence "Bill gave to Jane the dolly"
    THEN understand from this sentence that
        Bill caused a change in the possession
        of the dolly from Bill to Jane

P32: IF there is a sentence "LVagent gave to LVrecipient the LVobject"
    THEN understand from this sentence that
        LVagent caused a change in the possession
        of the LVobject from LVagent to LVrecipient
Table 4
A Set of Productions for Learning the Syntactic Structure
of Simple Agent-Verb-Object Sentences

P36: IF GVmodel begins a LVsentence
    with a LVmorpheme which is used
    to refer to objects in LVcategory
THEN save the proposition
    LVmorpheme refers to LVcategory
    by attaching it to GVrelations
    and set GVmorpheme to LVmorpheme
    and set GVsentence to LVsentence

P37: IF GVmodel begins a LVsentence
    with a LVmorpheme which is not known to
    refer to any LVcategory
THEN set GVmorpheme to LVmorpheme
    and set GVsentence to LVsentence

P38: IF in GVsentence GVmorpheme is followed
    by LVmorpheme which is used to
    refer to objects in LVcategory
THEN save the proposition
    LVmorpheme refers to LVcategory
    by attaching it to GVrelations
    and set GVmorpheme to LVmorpheme
P39: IF in GVsentence GVmorpheme is followed by

LVmorpheme which is not known to

refer to any category

THEN set GVmorpheme to LVmorpheme

P40: IF the GVsentence ends with GVmorpheme

and the GVmodel uses this sentence

to describe the event of some number

of LVagents LVacting on some number of

LVobjects at LVtime

THEN BUILD: IF some number of LVagents are

LVacting on some number of

LVobjects at LVtime and there

are the GVrelations

between these semantic

categories and some morphemes

THEN say the GVsentence
Table 5
An Over-General Set of Productions for Generating
Agent-Verb-Object Sentences Referring to
Singular or Plural Subjects in Either Present
or Past Tense

P43: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    THEN say "The LVagent LVact+s the LVobject"

P44: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    THEN say "The LVagent+s LVact the LVobject"

P45: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    THEN say "The LVagent LVact+ed the LVobject"

P46: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    THEN say "The LVagent+s LVact+ed the LVobject"
Table 6
Correctly Discriminated Versions
of the Productions in Table 5

P47: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    and LVagent is singular
    and LVtime is present
    THEN say "The LVagent LVact+s the LVobject"

P48: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    and LVagent is plural
    and LVtime is present
    THEN say "The LVagent+s LVact the LVobject"

P49: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    and LVagent is singular
    and LVtime is past
    THEN say "The LVagent LVact+ed the LVobject"

P50: IF LVagent happens to LVact on LVobject at LVtime
    and LVagent is plural
    and LVtime is past
    THEN say "The LVagent+s LVact+ed the LVobject"
Table 7

A Categorization by Number and Tense of the Situations in Which Four Discriminate Productions Can Apply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>P53</td>
<td>P48, P54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>P49, P53</td>
<td>P54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8

Two Innate Designating Productions and Some Discriminations and Generalizations Derived From Them

P61: IF LVevent occurs just before ACT performs LVaction which is followed by reinforcement

THEN BUILD IF LVevent THEN LVaction;

P62: IF LVevent occurs just before ACT performs LVaction which is followed by reinforcement and a teacher has said

"If LVclause1 then LVclause2"

and LVevent is the meaning of LVclause1 and LVaction is the meaning of LVclause2

THEN BUILD IF LVevent THEN LVaction;

P63: IF ACT performs LVaction which is followed by LVeffect

THEN BUILD IF LVaction THEN LVeffect
P64: IF ACT performs LVaction which is followed by LVeffect

and a teacher has said

"If LVclause1 then LVclause2"

and LVaction is the meaning of LVclause1

and LVeffect is the meaning of LVclause2

THEN BUILD \[\text{IF LVaction} \]

\[\text{THEN LVeffect} \]

P65: IF a teacher has said

"If LVclause1 then LVclause2"

and LVcondition is the meaning of LVclause1

and LVaction is the meaning of LVclause2

THEN BUILD \[\text{IF LVcondition} \]

\[\text{THEN LVaction} \]
Figure Captions

1. The flow of control among the productions in Table 1.

2. The increase with time of ACT's use of the articles *a* and *the*. Successive blocks are averaged in reporting the best and worst individual runs.
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